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Review and explanation of the important questions.
Culture, tradition and heritage are important terms in a country’s history.
Once these terms are no longer present or forgotten about, the country suffers,
therefore this problem needs a solution.
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Part 01

What, Why, How?

Thesis Questions

Why remember culture, and how have
traditions influenced its development?

How to remember culture in the
modern era?

How could culture be revived
architecturally?
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Abstract

Culture & Tradition

Aren’t we all made of culture? Where we were born leaves a mark on all of us. We all grow
up influenced by the surrounding culture whether we like it or not, specific to the region
where we were born, and we should never forget our origin. Culture and traditions are the
two things that make us what who we are and make a specific country or region unique,
as they influence our creative expression, connect people and make us remember the
past.1 The problem arises once we are no longer interested in the culture of our region,
forgetting what culture is and once was due to outside influences and traditions.
Nowadays, with the rise of technology and broader access to media from around the
world, new generations drift away from their region and get pulled into the international
society and ideas. Through personal observation, cultural education at school is lacking
and the children don’t get informed about what the country is and how it differs from the
other regions in Europe.

My proposal is a solution to the question of remembering culture in the modern era
via a cultural center, serving the role of modern art exhibition space and a social
hang-out point for younger people to meet on a daily basis, as well as a platform for
artists and designers. The aim is to be able to showcase what culture is nowadays,
a mixture of various traditions made into one, and highlight what it once was.
By using my site, the historic SPA Grössling and its architectural features, the aim
is to remember what the site once was, and make it into a cultural point once again
in a different context.

This centrally located building, unused for over 25 years, which once had a meaning to
the people of Bratislava as the first public baths in the city and functioned for almost 100
years, celebrates the influences on the country and depicts its history and transformation
over time. Traces of the Austro-Hungarian influence are showcased throughout the
building, which makes it a unique mix, representing Slovakia and its culture. The new
space, filled with memories, would once again become an important part of the city,
where we come to learn, experience and meet.
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Why remember culture, and how have
traditions influenced its development?

Why preserve culture and traditions?

- Culture and traditions indicate a sense of belonging.
- Culture brings people together.
- Tradition showcases role models and celebrates the important things in life that matter.
- Culture, as well as its traditions showcase country’s principles and celebrates diversity.
- Tradition serves as a medium of history, heritage and memories for people.

As the ever changing society moves forward with the time, generation after generation,
we become aware of other areas than our own culture.In the international world that it
is nowadays, most of us focus on international issues and ideas, rather than exploring
and focusing on their nearby surroundings.Being influenced by these international ideas,
as some say “being americanized”, we sometimes forget our heritage, where we came
from and what our country has to offer.This issue is becoming a larger area of concern,
especially with the new generations in multiple countries around the world. As a person
born in Bratislava, Slovakia, I have come to realize this transition and how it affected the
understanding of our culture, especially with the young generations, born after mine.

History, rich culture and traditions, is that not what Europe is percieved as?
Usually, whenever I get into a conversation with people and question the reason of
interest in experiencing Europe, most of the time the answer is “because of the culture” or
“because of the history”.

As a person coming from Europe, I highly agree with this, but on the other hand the
culture and history is not what it once was. With the rise of younger people and decline of
older generations, things are changing rapidly.
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Question 1

Abandoned historical monuments that one once percieved as masterpieces, left to deteriorate, traditions which are slowly disappearing as the
young people lose interest in them, lack of knowledge of their country,
culture and what it has to offer. By this, the culture that it once was suffers
and step by step it fades.

“In 10-15 years children might only
google what traditions such as Easter are.” 2
Culture and traditions that we all grew up with are an important aspect of who we
are and how we act. Our actions, behaviour and thinking, all derived from the ways
we were raised and the environment and culture that we grew up with.
Every country in the world has its own cultural identity, which consists of various
traditions or ideas, which we are taught and grown up with throughout our lives,
that help us better become a part of a community and make us understand the
cultural heritage, it is something that we identify ourselves with. 3

“Culture enhances our quality of life and
increases overall quality of well-being for
both individuals and communities.” 4
Culture consists of the cultural heritage of a country, experiences, beliefs, behaviours and
traditions of a given place, as well as arts and entertainment.
Heritage tells us about the history, where we all came from and gives us a broader
understanding of a place. Without the knowledge of the heritage, culture and country’s
traditions, the community would not be able to create a connection or a system.5
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How to Remember Culture in the Modern Era?

Question 2

Custom, or tradition is an important element in the culture of the country, which is
passed on from one generation to another. As we all identify with a certain culture,
coming from a place that we grew up at, what happens if this dissapears? Will we still
identify with it or will we not have a cultural identity?

These are important questions in the rising age of multiculturalism and the modern age,
where people move from a place to place, without major interest in the cultural education
or national heritage and traditions.
Cultural identity creates communities and once these traditions are gone, the cultural
identity vanishes. Remembering this in contemporary ways, that connect with the
millenials and the generations to come, would broaden their understanding of the history,
as well as cultural significance of the region, or area that they came from.
Culture and traditions shape the way we are. It gives us a unique understanding or
outlook at certain ideas, as well as influence on our creativity. 6

“They remind us that we are part of a
history that defines our past, shapes who
we are today and who we are likely to
become.” 7

Source: Barrett, Tom. “How Our Creativity Is Shaped by Our Culture.”
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With the digital and multicultural world we have to think of modern ways of interacting
with the audience. Bringing the “old” to the “new” generations might have to be
performed through contemporary ways that would generate interest and awareness of
what their country and culture means.
The issue of lacking cultural knowledge could be solved in an architectural and design
way, using the elements of these two practices. The memory of country’s traditions and
culture could be brought to the younger generation by using the elements of graphic and
interior design, creating an exhibition space using modern approach, reminding of the
memory through photography, video, music or interactive ways, where people could learn
and possibly experience the memory, but also with focus on the architectural history
and qualities of the building, exposing what it has once been - a cultural spot, as
well as experiencing the cultural production nowadays.

Diagram 01
How to remind of tradition
in the modern era?
• Concept & Main Points
• User Group
• Cause
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How Could Culture be Revived Architecturally?

Slovakia is a country of rich traditions and culture, such as folklore culture, which focuses
on clothing, music, dances and other various elements. These traditional ways are still
being remember at various festivals once in a while, but young people are starting to
slowly forget and lose interest. How could we keep this alive? 8

Tradition and culture could be brought back to young people with interior architecture,
and that is by creating spaces of exhibition, exhibiting certain imagery, objects or creating
spaces where the visitors could be reminded and taught about the culture and traditions
of the country. All of this could be exhibited in a certain way using design elements to
make this space more attractive, together with spaces where people could interact,
educate, meet and socialize, creating a cultural spot for the younger generation in the Old
Town of Bratislava, Slovakia.

Therefore, creating a place of exhibition and a platform for artists, creatives and designers
would give a boost to the fields, as well as cultural development of the country and create
interest in the cultural education and exposure.
A space which would accommodate a showroom of work of creatives, culturally inspired
designs by local designers and artists, educate people via presentations, educational and
travel films. This space could culturally add to the structure of the city with event spaces
for organizing occasional music or other events and make this the main cultural spot in
the Old Town.

Exhibitions would be temporary and changing overtime, focused mainly on the country
itself, its culture and traditions, educating people about the things that are being
forgotten or the things that people do not take into consideration anymore.
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Question 3

Video exhibitions that would educate people and generate an excitement in the culture
and exploration and give people a sense of what their place of birth means and has to
offer. Giving a platform for designers to exhibit their designs, as well as creating a
platform to self promote themselves and sell their designs.

Another possible way of remembering culture lays in the building itself.
Remembering culture by reminding of the building itself and the history.
Bringing new elements to the design intervention would contrast the original
architecture, which would highlight its value and memory. Making the building
and its interior itself a space full of history and culture, especially in the open
spaces, where people enter and gather on a daily basis.
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Precedents found in the process of research of the topic, which also enrich the project
with architectural inspiration and ideas, which focus on culture or history in a certain way.
The content of this part contains description of these precedents and explain their
qualities, that could add to the project
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Part 02

Medieval Mile Museum

McCullough Mulvin Architects
Kirkland, Ireland

St Mary’s Hall, formerly St Mary’s Church, was founded in the 13th century as the parish
church of the City.
The project intention was to restore the Church as a Museum, retaining some of
the 20th century interventions, and to honour its medieval spatial complexity by
re-constructing the North aisle and chancel to the original plan but a different
internal section and materiality. Once a space of Church has obtained a new use as
a cultural spot, where people get exposed to the history.
The intervention respects the original materiality and architecture of the space, while
adding new materiality and elements to easily distinguish the original space from the
intervention.The intervention, mainly in monochromatic theme, shows off some of the
original elements of the architecture, such as the materials - stone, and creates cuts in
the ceilings of some spaces to show the original structure of the ceiling.
The spaces serves as a museum showing off the historical artifacts and giving the
damaged church a new life, by attracting visitors to this eppealing and attractive space,
composed of contrasting materials and atmosphere - giving the old architecture a
contemporary feeling.
The interior spaces now contain a new use with “flashbacks” to the buildings
history and value by exposing certain areas and parts of it - materiality and its
structure, and contrasting it with minimal materials to highlight its history. 9
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Photography: Christian Richters

Photography: Christian Richters

Photography: Christian Richters

Photography: Christian Richters

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Source: Mccullough Mulvin Architects

Diagram:
Insertion of the “new” into the “old”
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Discovering Taiwan

Studio Ting
Taipei, Taiwan

Rather than a conventional museum design, here the architects play with lighting and
materials to create the space for the museum - translating the idea of a conventional
museum into the modern era. A permanent exhibition dedicated to the History of the
collections of the National Taiwan Museum, the History of the Natural and Aboriginal
Treasures of Taiwan, and the History of Japanese Researchers
The exhibition scenography links this past to the future by questioning the
prospect of cultural heritage through 367 pieces including 265 of the most
important pieces from the Museum’s collection, facing sculptural, video and
sound installations created by contemporary Taiwanese artists.
The overall design of the exhibition plays with the metaphor of nature, using natural
elements converted to an abstract language of shapes and colors in the space, stimulating
curiosity and transcending the knowledge with a dimension of imagination.
The minimal interior contrasts the exterior of the building, making it a perfect
example of the history of the building and how it adapted to the modern era.
It contains different areas for various exhibitions and the architects have created a
circulation pattern, to lead people through the space. 10
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Photography: Christophe Gaubert

Photography: Christophe Gaubert

Photography: Christophe Gaubert

Photography: Christophe Gaubert

Source: Studio Ting

Source: Studio Ting

Source: Studio Ting

Source: Studio Ting

Source: Studio Ting

Source: Studio Ting

Diagram:
Focus on circulation and interaction
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A Search for Living Architecture

Bestor Architecture
Palm Springs, California

Exhibition / Installation Design exhibiting two architects - Lina Bo Bardi & Albert Frey,
the overall space feels like the elements are all temporary, not fixed. The architects are
playing with colors and shapes for this space to attract and interact with the people and
lead them throughout the space.“Both Frey and Bo Bardi were interested in re-imagining
architecture via the transformation of the modern house. Presented here together for
the first time, these structures convey departure points for understanding the evolving
concept of Living Architecture. As Frey and Bo Bardi embraced modern technologies, they
responded to the climate and terrain of their respective environments, and the people
whose lives were shaped by those conditions.” The space uses multiple colors and uneven
wall patterns, but yet the space does not feel overwhelming, but rather pleasing and
attractive to the eye. 11

This works as more of an example for a temporary exhibition space, which conquers
a structure that already exists. The exhibition consists of temporary spaces used to
exhibit work, that do not depend on the original structure, but that are their own
element in the space.
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Photography: Lance Gerber

Photography: Lance Gerber

Photography: Lance Gerber

Photography: Lance Gerber

Diagram:
autonomous structure | temporary objects
within the original space
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Introduction and description of the site selection for this project.
Site analysis, explaining its qualitites and historical significance in the
context of the city, as well as the country and its culture.
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Part 03

SPA Grössling

Friedrich Weinwurm & Ignác Veczei
Medená Street 28/6, Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

History:
Designed by the architects Friedrich Weinwurm & Ignác Veczei, built during the time
when Slovakia was a part of Austria-Hungary and Bratislava has been called “Pressburg or
Pozsony”. Older part of the building where SPA area was built in 1895, later addittion of
a new area with a small and large pool & sauna in 1913. Third addition has been added
in 1929 in an architectural style called “functionalism”, which served as an area where
people would change into their swimsuits.In 1942 the oldest part of the building changed
its function into bank offices. Instead of the swimming pool the building also later
accommodated apartments & offices. The SPA has been closed in 1994 and have stayed
that way since then. In 2007 the building has been rented out to a firm called “Synaphea”,
the firm was supposed to transform the building into a hotel and a restaurant, but the
project has never been realized. 12

The building, as mentioned above, has been built in the era of Austria-Hungary,
showing traces of Hungarian and Austrian architectural influence. The facade of
the building resembles ones of Austrian, especially Viennese buildings, while the
main spaces of the interior resemble the ones of Hungarian “Spa” architecture.
While the original structure of the building is of Austrian-Hungarian influence,
the later renovations of the interior have been done in a more modern, up-to-date
style. As Slovak culture is highly shaped by, and influenced by the Austria, Hungary
and Czech Republic, this building would showcase this cultural diversity and
influence in its history.

In the recent years the spaces of the buildings have been used for a couple events and
vernisages, but the building still remains abandoned for most of the time.
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01

02

03

100%

Diagram 01

Previous Space Usage
History of the Building

_____________________

Space Usage - Previous
Uses of the Interior Space
• 70% Usage for Spa
• 25% Usage as Offices
• 5% Usage as Housing

70%

25%

01

Spa | Baths

02

Offices

03

Apartments

5%

Diagram 02
Floor Plan Layout Building of Spa Grossling
• Main point - circulation
starting point - entrance
• Division into three paths
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SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

The building of SPA Grössling is located in a central part of the city of Bratislava, Slovakia,
in the Old Town. The area of the Old Town contains many historically significant sites and
national landmarks, nearby one of Europe’s largest rivers - Danube.

The area of SPA Grössling mainly consists of residential buildings in the near proximity.
It is located by the river Danube and the Slovak National Museum, located at the river.

n
re

Some blocks away, many other landmarks and points in the city are present, such as:
Michael’s
Gate

Slovak National Gallery (SNG), Slovak National Theater (SND), SNP Bridge, Main Square,
Bratislava Castle, St. Martin’s Cathedral and Michael’s Gate. In near proximity, there is also
a large mall - Eurovea, which rests at the banks of Danube.

Being in proximity of these national landmarks and spots make its location ideal. With
Slovak National Museum (SNM), a museum that showcases the history and traditions of
the country, located a street away, makes Grössling an ideal spot where cultural elements
could be presented.

The area of Old Town is the main tourist attraction of Bratislava, as well as the main
meeting point on people in the city and the younger generations, due to its facilities and
historical significance, which serves as the main area in the city.

The tourist areas of Old Town mainly consists of pedestrian zones with limited car access.
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Documentation

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Floor 1

Floor 2
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Section A-A’

Section A-A’

Section B-B’

Section B-B’
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Original Floor Plan (Floor 01)
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floor 1
part 2

Original Floor Plan (Floor 01)
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floor 1
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floor 2
part 1
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floor 2
part 2
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Original Floor Plan (Floor 02)
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Planning and design proposal for the space of the historical building of SPA Grössling.
Concept revolves around the contrast of the “new” and the “old”, as well as the thesis
question, which is focused on reminding the “old” to the new generations.
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Part 04

Concept

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

How to remember culture in the modern era?

Reminding the “old” in the “new” era by bringing the “new” into the “old”.
Creating a “new” interior layer in the existing “old” historical building,
creating the contrast of reminding of the “old” in the “new”.

By doing this, the decaying building which once meant something to the
people, will regain a new life, being engaged by the “new” and showing
traces of the “old” to remind the people of the meaning it once had, before
it lost its importance.
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Photography: Olja Triaška Stefanovic

Photography: Vnately

the “new” engages

the “old”
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Proposal

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Proposed Plan (Floor 01)

Addition/Removal - Floor 1

Proposed Plan (Floor 02)

Addition/Removal - Floor 2

Removed
Added
Circulation

Proposal of removing the unnecessary walls that were added later to the original
structure to separate spaces due to its functions as office and apartment spaces.

Removal of ceiling space in the central space, which would become the “heart” of the
space where the main interaction comes to be when people enter the space, and creating
a large interior courtyard in the space.

Staircase in the main entry point would be removed to allow direct circulation patterns
through the space and breaking the circulation pattern designed into 3 different ways.
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Floor Plan - Floor 1
Events / Concerts
4017 sq ft

Backstage
1515 sq ft

Load Zone
754 sq ft

476 sq ft
Ticket Desk

Cafe
1028 sq ft

333 sq ft

154 sq ft

cca. 180cm

Coat
Room
366 sq ft

Design Hub
2062 sq ft

149 sq ft

WC
306 sq ft

WC
186 sq ft

416 sq ft

WC
291 sq ft

Elevator

Photo Exhibit
827 sq ft

620 sq ft

115 sq ft

Photo Exhibit
984 sq ft

Courtyard
2538 sq ft

Lobby
1559 sq ft

881 sq ft
1018 sq ft

Educational Films
2022 sq ft

Overall
22,463 sq ft

Floor Plan - Floor 2

Rehearsal Room
970 sq ft

Changing Rooms

Elevator
WC
202 sq ft

WC
291 sq ft

292 sq ft

115 sq ft

3D Exhibit
2022 sq ft

Painters Exhibit
1772 sq ft

Digital Art
Exhibit
1257 sq ft

1300 sq ft

Painters Exhibit
2389 sq ft

y
bb ft
Lo sq
4
44

Overall
11,054 sq ft
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Section A-A’

Section A-A’

Section B-B’

Section B-B’
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Circulation

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Floor Plan - Floor 1

Floor Plan - Floor 2

Breaking the original circulation pattern that was splitting the space into 3 different
pathways and creating a unified circulation pattern, that splits between the public and the
exhibition part of the interior space.

As the person enters the building the circulation gives them a direct sense of where to go
and how to move throughout the space.
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Areas

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Floor Plan - Floor 1

Floor Plan - Floor 2

Public / No Charge
Charge / Tickets

The space of the Cultural Center would be split into two different areas, which the graph
abbove specifies.

The interior would be divided into a public part, with no charge to enter, and an exhibition
part, with charge, where the visitors would have to purchase their tickets to enter the
exhibition.
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PVC

Glass

Blue Tinted
Glass

Black Resin

Twinwall
Polycarbonate

PVC

Glass

White Tile

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Materials
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Systems

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Skylight Ventilation, Heating through existing vents, AC
by reusing exhisting HVAC system.

Ventilation via vents, AC via HVAC - located below / basement area.

Systems

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Skylight Ventilation, HVAC - located in the basement,
Heated Flooring.

HVAC systems, vents.

Skylight

Details
Courtyard

The skylight in the courtyard, structurally consisting of a tensile
cable structure, acts as a way of opening the “heart” of the space
and bringing the exterior to the interior.

The glass is connected with sillicone, attached on a metal frame
that is structurally held by a cable structure - cables stretched from
on end to the other.
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Wall Covering

Details
Lobby

As a way of remembering the original elements in the spaces of
the previous Jaccuzi & Pool areas, the twinwall polycarbonate
wraps around 3 sides, as a contemporary material and layer,
which goes up to the height of the door. This material shows
the modernity entering the historical spaces, and also highlights
the original decorative elements.
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Exhibition

Details
Courtyard

Wall partitions, located in the exhibition areas cosist of 2 different
types - with a built in screen and as a plain wall, creating a space
for any type of artwork.

For general lighting of the space, these wall partitions contain an
LED strip at the top, which illuminates the detail of the ceiling
in the space, as well as a foot path lighting at the bottom of the
partition.
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Wall Removal

Details
Lobby

The walls in the newly proposed lobby with a historical meaning
show traces after removal, by filling the gaps at the removed areas
with black, semi-transparent layer of resin.

This details highlights what the space once had and respects its
history and elements that were previously present in the space of
the Spa .
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Original State

Interventions

Courtyard |

Café

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Original State

Interventions

Lobby |

Showroom

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Original State

Interventions

Design Hub |

Marketplace

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Original State

Interventions

Events |

Concerts

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Original State

Interventions

Exhibit

SPA Grössling
Bratislava - Old Town, Slovakia

Thesis Advisor

Thesis Book

Name:
Kate Irvin

Location:
RISD Museum - Providence, RI

Description:
Kate Irvin, being an employee of the RISD Museum with knowledge of
museums and exhibition design, could expand my knowledge of exhibitions
and related environments, as well as suggest meaningful and important
elements within the design.
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